Abstract -The data on relative clarity or visibility of blue, green, red, and white (Secchi) disks measured in 1984 at the Black and Aegean seas during the gth trip of the research vessel "Professor Kolesnikov" are presented. The analysis of results of measurements show strong correlation between visibilities of colored and Secchi disk. The regressional relationship between visibilities of blue, green and red disks and the visibility of the Secchi (white) disk are given and discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The idea to use colored Secchi disks to estimate relative spectral clarity of seawater was proposed in 1968 by N. Jerlov [ 11. Yet in spite of the abundance of works devoted to the visibility of white Secchi disk there are almost no publications about visibility of colored disks except the black one [2] . World oceanographic archives contain millions of Secchi disk measurements made during the period of more than one hundred years . These measurements give very little information about spectral characteristics of studied waters. The regressional relationships between visibility of colored disks and Secchi disk proposed in this paper will give us means to convert historical non-spectral Secchi disk data into spectral information. 
IN SITU MEASUREMENTS
Z, = 0.675923821.Z~066472, rz = 0.9234386,(1)
